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I Hope My Mother Doesn't Read This
By Joseph Draper
(The following is a semi-factual
account of Life)
My First Date
On January 27, 1978 I meet Marcie
Goldberg for a movie at the Town Hall.
Movie: The Towering Inferno III. The
poster says all of Maine is theatened by a
fire started by a malcontent Canadian
potato farmer. Stars George Atkinson
and Charlton Heston. Price $1. We go
dutch. I spring for popcorn. We both
stare stiffnecked at the
screen.
Occasionally our hands accidentally touch
in popcorn bucket. Both limbs recede
furiously.
The Driver's License
April 28, 1980 I am freed from
tyranny. Road trips, cruisin' chicks at
rollerinks and MacDonald's and breaking
curfews begin. First car: 1966 Chevy
Wagon.
Negotiable hazards:
No
steering, brakes work on left side of car
only, leaky gastank. Solutions: Aim
straight, stay on right shoulder of all
roads, no smoking within four miles of
vehicle.
The New Employee
June 14, 1981 get hired for second
real job. Summer before - first camp
counselor fired, ever. Second go around I
realize I should stay away from small
childen and guns. Selling running shoes
for national retail outlet.
Setting:
Suburban strip mall in Danbury
Connecticut. I remain employed for 13
months.
Termination notice arrives
when I try to initiate a liquidation sale.
90% successful until proprietor is tipped
off by concerned neighbor. Consider
rationality for working for someone else.
Consider rationality for working. Enroll
in Fairfield University.
High School Graduation
Skip ceremony. Track meet takes
precedence. Finish race before lights
turned out.
Invent new game for
celebration. Three gulps and pass back
to self. End up imprinting smile on
living room carpet. Remain there for
three weeks.
I tell mom I am
meditating.
Fairfield University
Day One Northwest 410
September 1982 (yes 82, see below)
I begin life of college student.
Roommate: Dan, transfer. For fun he
fills his collapsed chest with water and
watches goldfish swim in it. I assume
all freshman have similar situations.
Orientation begins with an Ice
Cream social and ends with a bunch of
overzealous Juniors climbing a greasy
pole.
Feel guilty for forgetting my
bowtie and my Snoopy lunchbox. I
wonder how I'll ever fit in without them.
Class Day One
Life as a determined Accounting
major starts. Have bought 12 study
guides, 18 notebooks and 3 calculators in
preparation.
Mom, the Accountant
smiled. Dad shows me where the power
buttons are.
Class begins at 8:20. No sweat, in
High School I was always up at 6:18.
Shower; fill briefcase, bookbags and
veins with proper substances; enter
Canisius 321. Small lady with high
pitch acidic voice takes attendance. Sit
in front row with three deafmutes from
Regis. Assume whole dorm is this way.
Make a mental note to avoid these
people.
8:40, my roommate enters. Nearly
die of embarrassment. Assume whole
world knows he is with me. Class over.
Pack all utencils. Drop two calculators
on floor.
2,000 pieces of National
Semiconductor slide down stairwell. Pat
myself on back for having three adding
machines on hand. Rest of classes go
similarly as well.
Call parents.
Congragulate me for buying third
calculator. Dad tells me that kind of
preparation will lead to sue-....Get cutoff
for not putting enough dimes in slot.
Parents refuse to reverse charges. Plan

revenge.
First Weekend
Kegs
in dorms
still
legal.
Participate in several collegiate games.
Imprint smile on bedroom tiles. Decide
to get a carpet.
Varsity Athlete
Decide to go out for Cross Country
team. Have not run in four months. I
aim to make it big early in the season
and retire. Finish last in Co Ed Fairfield
Invitational. Retire, comparing 'self to
fighters who come back once too often.
(Sidenote: April 1984 a Certificate
appears in my mailbox which recognizes
me as a varsity athlete. A scandal in the
Sports Department ensues and three
personnel leave amid murky accusations.)
First Semester Ends
Finish with a 3.4 G.P.A. Proudly
show it to my parents. I think I own the
school.
The Second Semester
My sister Donna, the Senior,
breaksdown and admits to her friends that
she has a freshman relative. She passes
me off for a third cousin but at least I'm
back in the family.
First Dance
Dan and his goldfish set me up for
Luck of the Roommate. I take a small
Polynesian girl from Campion 3. Recall
approximatetly 20% of the evening, her
name not included. Imprint smile on her
bedroom carpet.
Thank her for a
wonderful evening and a comfortable rug.
My First Serious Mistake
Remained on campus for three day
weekend. Results: A protracted headache,
numerous invitations to find out what
Student Services really does, and a
craving for summer. Exams end and my
G.P.A. hovers at 3.0.
The Summer Job
Realize my references are not
extraordinary. End up servicing Vending
Machines and selling an alarm for
bedwetters.
The two are unrelated.
Crave for school to start up.
YEAR TWO
Decide a change of scenery would be
benificial. Arrive to Loyola in a '67
Plymouth Valiant. Has one operating
door, manual blinkers and no breaks.
"But hey," I say proudly, "It's four
wheels and an engine!" Kegs no longer
"legal".
L3 convenes for an
interpretation of what "legal" actually
means. Penalties for getting caught are
stiff. Probation, (yea ). By May Day
entire third floor has met Jeanne Osborn.
The Morning Party
THE Tradition. Each semester 200
screaming idiots dance around in
Bacchian decadence. After initial 5:00
am Bloody Mary I grow to like this
lifestyle. Lead a group of bathrode clad
scholars into town in pursuit of KEG. It
is 9:15 a.m. The bank is open. Find
my muscle co-ordination inhibits use of
24-hour machine.
My Second Big Mistake
I enter Connecticut National Bank
intending to make a withdrawal of $50.
Informed that signature is alien to bank I
proceed to make nasty threats. "I will
withdraw all my money!" Pat Sheerin
and Ed Bradley second me. The bank
yields and ask me not to return. My
white Top Hat slips to the floor. I think
my body followed. Two paramedics
carry me to Serlin's and help me slide
forty two ninety five over the counter.
Proud of my purchase I become
floweth-at-the-moutheth. I invite Joe
Security to Loyola 314. My date with
Jeanne is set for a week later.
End of Year Two
Loyola Dorm Party. Make bet. Eat
most disgusting part of Pig-on-a-Spit.
Win bet, doctor's appointment and envy
of friends. G.P.A. dips under 3.0.
Year Three
A change of scenery seems like a
good idea. Europe. Beaches. Topless
Girls. New Frontiers. I go to the South
of France. Dollar at a new high every
day. Study Program: 24 women, 3 men
and me.
Number of dates: one.
Decision: Stay another semester and find
new program in new city.

'I remember flying to Indiana".

NICE
Register at the University of Nice
Foreign Branch. I inform parents that
this school will mainstream me and
allow me to participate more fully in the
French lifestyle. I neglect to mention
that it is also the cheapest. Tuition is
$200. School does not begin until midFebraury. I fret over what I will do for
six weeks. Meet several loud Canadians.
Have first sordid affair. Begin life of
crime. We learn to adjust information
on Visas, Train Passes and Traveler's
Checks. Suddenly we're very popular
with
students,
tourists
and
the
gendarmerie. Kaleidiscope effect takes
hold.
In an effort to assimilate and retain
anonymity we try red wine. It works.
Waking hours are broken up by brief
periods of darkness. I implant my smile
on the bricks of Place Garibaldi. I fit in.
MARCH
The days are warm and sunny. I can
see my classroom from the Beach. The
dollar is down. Train Pass adjustments
are up. Milk sells for $1.95 a gallon. I
read Terry O'Connor is gone. Mitch
something is the new coach.
MAY
Classes are officially over.
The
Greek Isles beckons.
It is the last
country where we have not been asked to
leave. We go. Three weeks, 14 hotels,
five islands, 35 "I love you's", four jails,
44 discos, 2,000 ruins, 23 "How did I get
here?"s, countless train pass adjustments
and 1 toga party later we were invited to
leave the Cyclades. I need a change of
scenery.
YEAR FOUR
Somehow I thought I had grown up
while I was away. Commuting from
Mother and Father's house was for me.
OCTOBER ONE
M and F invite me to relocate. I
oblige. Place: THE Beach. Major:
Undecided.
Intention:
Extend the
Collegiate Experience. Result: THE
FIVE YEAR PLAN. Katrina walks on
Sunshine. I stumble away from the
Duplex. Tom Blauvelt compliments my
Hush Puppies. I compliment his Paisley
shirt. I ask him to dance. My face
greets his right hand. I leave imprint of
smile
on
mortar
cellar
floor.
Contemplate predicament before darkness
shuts down faculties.
Quietly leave
house three days later.
In order to justify intention I have to
do something that will keep me away
from the Career Counseling Center. I
consider the Betty Ford Clinic. Too
expensive. Somehow I shroud my past
long enough to get elected editor of The
Mirror. Major Events: Attend 186 and
86 nights.
Wonder what happened
between the two. Realize I should go to
more of these.
Stags win MAAC.
Stags go to NCAA's in North Carolina.
Stagaholics skip to Charlotte Arena.
Men in Blue ask me to stop cheering for
F.U. during Kentucky-Davidson game. I
flash Press Pass. They flash Pistols. I
pass out. Find out later that Stags
played in afternoon game.
THE MIRROR
The best parties. Enough said.
YEAR FIVE
G.P.A. brought to animal shelter for

humane termination. I know 3.4 people.
Including 2 that want to kill me.
Everyone else has graduated. I thank my
lucky stars that I'm not graduating.
Goals: Pass Cost Accounting, marry
Tara Lucano. Fail at both.
CLASSES
First class at 10:45. Efforts to
attend fall through. Week before I meet
group of Academicians. I am informed
that this is The Frat. Mr. Eugene
Mockler spikes my Beer. The evening
fades into October. I leave imprint of
smile on crushed dixie cup. I thank
Jehovah's Witness there is a couch
underneath it. I switch Horticulture to
more sane time period, perhaps 21st
Century. Finance, Shakespeare and the
RecPlex are similarly avoided. I wonder
if I can gain weight as fast as Paul
Fabbri or John Pawlowski. Give up in
disgust.
THE SEAGRAPE
Class conflicts cause undue stress.
Relieve self in bathrooms, parking lots
and
new.
social
establishment.
Emotions:
Happiness,
Anxiety,
Temperance. Banned from Naut in Year
Two
for
misunderstanding
over
identification and age adjustment. Read
economics books about "carry-over"
affect. I enter. Money talks. I stay.
They close. I stay. They open. The
Mayor tells me to clean up my act. I run
naked up his back and dance on his hair.
He buys me something with a worm in
it. I toast to his continued good health.
. I am ready to go to classes.
187 NIGHTS
Cough up $27,000 to have chance
to ride a Blue Bird special to strange
formal gathering. I am informed that the
Bar will be Open. I wonder who goes to
bars that are closed. I verbalize my query
to social chairman Terrence Tangney. He
fines me $200 and sends me to jail. The
cell is vaguely familiar. Recall similar
incident in Spring previous. Ask Noreen
Sullivan to dance.
My face begins
imprint on Parquet dance floor. Body
follows closely behind. Make mental
note to duck next time I talk to a real life
girl. Wake up in own bed four days
Continued on page 5

To A
Great Staff
Thanks For
A Terrific
Year
Love
J.T.D.
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The House of Fairfield

THE SKUNK HOUSE (I. to r.) Bill Dumais, Steve Bellanger, Mark Diani, Charlie
Viviano

TIN HOUSE (clockwise I. to r.) Chris, Conni, Paula, Colleen, Debbie
Debbie...exercises, curls hair eats Cracklin' Oat Bran, puts on legs, highlights, talks to
itty bitty kitty witty...Colleen...sleeps, clams, doesn't eat, idolizes Vanna White, puts
on green contacts, cracks herself up, lines up two dates for one night, cats'
mother...Paula...Sex Goddess in the Spring, rubs satin, twirls hair, sports the Staten
Island chew, Julia Child's living nightmare, lives in a world of peace and harmony,
kicks cats...Conni...watches cartoons, denies being a nursing major, avoids grizzle and
hair in the sink, calls Dad twice a week, eats nachos and cheerios, causes cats to tinkle
on Chris' bed...Chris...Still hasn't told him she's engaged, writes, types, breaks cars,
fights with Brian, pseudo nurse, lives on PB & J and light beer, cat hater...

ON THE ROCKS (I. to r.)Maggie Lochtenberg, Caitlin O'Connell, Dorothy
Cosgrove, Rick Daley (replacing Annie Micale).
From Gonzaga II to On the Rocks...Highlights of the year?...How about "Hotel GTR" the illustrious guests?...It was fun putting up Kristen and Ginny for the first few
weeks...Michael Miller's Wednesday to Sunday stays this semester have been a riot
(what other word could I use to describe him we love you Miguel!)...Rick Daley's art
projects hold a special place in our hearts-but NOT our living room!...and Anne Safran,
our 5th housemate, you're always welcome!...Crowded House, Steve Winwood, China
Crisis...or is that China Sky?...the music was special, too...Final thoughts?..We're all
slow-witted...for the next few weeks we'll continue to be vegetables and go lay on the
ground...

THE MAN-BOY LOVE (clockwise from top left) Chris Haynes, Pete Standring,
Gene Bolan, John Pawlowski, Rob Pizzella, Tom Blauvelt. Missing Horatio
Schellpfeffer.
Edgar...70 Party...Southern Rock...Stringing all Day and Night...Fat...urrr...My Head
is
on
Fire...Shecky...Bo-bo...Hup...Stinky
B...Hey
Juice...The
Seal,
weee...Debt...Mike's Pizza...Luigi's...Brooks Drug Info...Where's your fuse box and
food... The Bubble...Waiter...My Head is on Fire...Excuses...Brawbeit...I cant't lose...I
love her, MBV...Got That Big Rent Check...Ain't gonna play Schell city...Gut
...University of Babolat...Jolly Roger...Alligator alley...Al UB...Lift the Seat..We love
the zoo...Pokey.. J.P..waist 38...scheckmonster...ED CRUMP...Get the job dbne...

photos by Joe Draper
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THE DECK (I. to r.) Cindy Miller, Joan Melvin, Anne Lynch, Alice Tully ,
Annmarie Mione, Cindy Powers.

THE LOUD HOUSE (back l.to r.) Lauren Miclavic, Gretchen Stevens, Erica, "THE FAAAAAAAG House"...'Wait...I'm Scared..."
Pam Rivers, Karen Brandt (front l.to r.) Ginny, Denise Graziano, Maura Berry,
Katie Sprafke.
As the Loud House Turns...The Melting Pot...How many of these girls can you
identify?...Smoke gets in your eyes.. Just step over that Dead cow...Nice paint job!...Is
there any hot water left?...Whose laundry is this?...Francois lives!...Last Call!!!

OVERFLOW (front.) Marie Bolger, Suzanne Brown, (middle) Brenda
Thackaberry, Linda DeVito, Noreen Sullivan, Jackie Kane, (top)
Shiela Regan, Susie Lorentz. (missing) Teresa Moran.
If this house could tald...we'll be home late and loud...I know Steve-Let me in!!...I
didn't take it, just don't look in my left hand bottom drawer under my socks!...Is the
phone free?...The cornflake Thief...Hey jack, what's happenin'?...Marilyn...cause I'm a
blondc.EXCUSE MEL.More needs than Ethiopia...B.T. you're the best
roommate...Who invited the ruggers?!...Hi guys, why?...Date Scam...Lipstick...Your
date's in Jail!?...Scope then scoop...waiting...I want a single!...A-Y-L-A...Hey
Bebc.Does anyone want to babysit?...Trampin'...we got the beat..The cat did what in
my room?!...Hide the bedsL.Donna's coming?!...REDRUM...The B.Y.N.C....ClonesThe new girl...get the camera, we don't want to forget this...

Haircuts

$10
The Shop unisex hairstylists
Proudly Welcomes
Debbie Seminaro
(formerly of Supercuts)

BLUE HOUSE (clockwise from Spock) Doug Traynor, Chris Joyce, Keith
Jalbert, John Burns, Bob Patton. (missing) Andy Carrano.
Did you go to class this morning?...Serge, get the phone!...Spock, beam us up!...Hey
Bob, how 'bout that salami?...Hey Fab, can I borrow your shirt again. I'm going to
Lauderdale" -C.J....we got rats...Hey, what are you doing in there?...Where's my
sniffy?... Hey. iidn't you lose that bet to Fabbri?...Something's broken again...Hw
many errors did Doug have today?...I love painting circles around Fab and Garger...Hey
Corky, the doors broken, the lights are out, the ceiling's leaking and we're out of
beer...I need more time...

m ^hO?

Unisex Haircutting

259-1732

33 THORPE STREET, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Located Off Of Post Road — Behind the All Star Deli
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EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Production Manager
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
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Assistant Sports Editor
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The Stags shocked the MAAC again taking the crown and an NCAA bid.
[Photo by John Courtmanche]
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The proof is in the people
, i tike Lynn Knup, psychology major who feels her educational experience at lona was enriched by supportive professors who provided encouragement in pursuing her career as a rehabilitation specialist.
Lynn also noted that the liberal arts curriculum gave her the perspective
and background she needed in her chosen field.

if

Summer at
lona: earn
transferable
credits while you
work
Summer session at lona is a great
way to hold down a summer job and
earn credits towards your degree ...
all without going too far from home! Our
summer courses give you the highest
quality instruction because they're
taught by the same outstanding professors who teach our regular courses.
Choose between morning, evening
and weekend courses. We schedule
our summer courses to fit your needs.
There are also graduate courses available at our Rockland campus.
You can take undergraduate
courses in ... Business Administration ... Computer Science ... Health
Care Administration ... Education ...
Laboratory Science ... Social Sciences ... Humanities... Foreign Languages ... and other areas.
Courses are also offered in lona's
graduate degree programs ... Business Administration ... Health Care
Systems Management ... Education
... Educational Computing... English
... Computer Science ... Communication Arts.
Courses start: Weekend - May 29
Session 1 - May 26
Session 2 - June 8
Session 3 - July 13
In-person registration begins May
18. Registration days and evenings.
Visiting students may register by mail.
For complete information, call our toll
free number or (914) 633-2592.

lona College
To: Office of Summer Sessions
Please send me a complete course listing at
□ New Rochelle Campus

D Rockland Campus

?#
v^ #*W>

Name.

v

Address.
City

State.

Zip.

Five years
Continued from page 2

later. Ringing telephone causes major
internal eruption. My brain explodes
through my ears.
It's my sister
Kathleen. I owe her $65.43 plus sales
tax. She reminds me for 2,213rd time.
Make mental note to disconnect
telephone.
HALLOWEEN
Go to house named Last Resort.
The know me. I Dress like Charles
Manson. Naive students confuse me
with Lee Harvey Oswald.
Same
generation, different haircut. I ask Maura
Mullen to flirt with me. I duck. Too
late, end up on kitchen floor tiles.
Shattered glass breaks my collapse.
People step over me. I sleep. Make
mental note to "Cheer" this soiree.
BOOS and CHEERS
Responsibilites of Editor include
weekly column of Rona Barrett inspired
journalism. Hope it doesn't compromise
Editorial integrity. Realize it's your job
to go to all parties and meet girls.
Realize the seriousness of situation.
Realize I should not entrust someone else
with task. Realize that Rona Barrett is a
Jehovah's Witness. Attend every party
on every campus in every state.
Remember three of them. Make up the
rest. Promise Adrian that I'll put her
name in Cheers. Cheer Linda Villano for
giving me a ride in the Mercedes. I
apologize for trying to drag her into the
backseat. I Recall size of Tim O'Toole's
biceps and length of hair. Change name.
Leave country.
MAAC TOURNEY TIME
Shock to World. Mitch leads Stags
to upset victories over LaSalle, Army
and lona and an NCAA tournament bid.
Chris Haynes rips shirt off and bellyflops
on top of van in parking lot. Entire
school lines up for low fives. I get a
parking ticket.
INDIANAPOLIS-SPRING
BREAK
Fly out with cheerleaders. Drink
Old Milwaukee. I wink at the cute one
three seats Over. Assume this is the
Spring Break where I get lucky. Get
Diet Pepsi in lap instead. Millions of
Red Sea addicts attend the festivities.
Fairfield beats Indiana 99-12 in triple
overtime. Go on to the Final Four
Ooops...wake up to Kevin McDonough's
head crashing into mine. I'm happy to
slow his. fall. Several moment go by
before Tim Downey and Mark Breen drag
a Keg into the room. It's 7:30 a.m. I
smile.
By game time Fairfield has 189
fans. Indiana has 27,456. We stick
together. Paul Fabbri shows up. I
admire his dedication. I remember I paid
for his flight. I ask for my money back.
Tim Collins takes it. We lose. Kevin
wakes up.
FOOTNOTES: Walter Garger and
Brian McGrath fight for right to drive the
van through Ohio.
Compromise
negotiated. They agree to race walk. At
press time Garger is winning as duo head
into Bayonne, New Jersey. I fly Rome.
DOGWOODS
Take pretty girl to Alumni Hall.
Dance til dawn. Recall Marcie Goldberg.
I smile. I'll never forget this evening.
Times have certainly changed.
GRADUATION?
Get up early on a Sunday morning.
My parents call. I accept the charges.
We plan to meet after the ceremony. We
march to our seats. Commencement
speaker tells us to be good. Diplomas
are passed out. The graduates slip away.
My Dad honks the car horn. Before I
know it we're heading north at a 60
m.p.h. clip. I privately wonder what
happened to yesterday.
A thousand
images of friends and special moments
overwork my abused brain. I vow to
committ all of it to permanent memory,
to be relived on another day. I wonder
what the other "Grads" are thinking. I
make a mental note that this college stuff
is something special. I smile.
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Seniors Who 'Stress Out" Are Not Alone
securely employed by next September.
Most students find jobs after graduation
because they can spend a lot of time
searching and interviewing. "Looking for
a job is a full-time responsibility," says
O'Neil. Students with time-consuming
academic concerns may not be able to
concentrate on the job search.
This delay is to the student's
advantage in many cases. During the
academic year, a student competes with
his fellow students for jobs through the
on-campus
recruiting
program.
Corporations involved in this program
receive up to 150-200 resumes per
campus, and pick only 13-26 for
interviews. The corporations naturally
consider only the students in the top
echelon of the class—the same students
fill the top positions on every
corporation's list. In the end, the
corporations will only offer jobs to three
or four students per campus. Rejected
Seniors can be easily discouraged.
O'Neil says a student shouldn't be
discouraged if he attends many interviews
and receives no job offers. The interview
experience will be valuable to a student
in post-graduation searches.
"The aggressive ones get the jobs,"
says O'Neil, "Not necessarily from oncampus recruiting. After graduation, with
less competition, many will be
successful quickly."
Another lingering source of stress
for Seniors is relationships. "I'd stay
another year to be with my friends," says
Marie Tria. "I don't feel I've made enough
time to be with them."
Besides friendships, Seniors feel
changes in relationships with parents and
boyfriends or girlfriends. Some Seniors
schedule their future around relationships.
Dr. Brian Kelly counsels Seniors to

By John Courtmanche
Production Manager
"Time is a river flowing into
nowhere," Senior Annemarie Mione
sings as she walks through Fairfield
University's Campus Center. Songs such
as "The Finer Things" by Steve
Winwood and "Don't Dream It's Over" by
Crowded House have become consoling
anthems for a number of Seniors as
graduation nears. The songs ease the
stress.
Graduating Seniors at Fairfield and
at colleges across the country are
experiencing high levels of stress this
spring season. The large group of 21- and
22-year-olds must find new jobs and
apartments, leaving the security of
college, home, and friendships.
The transition renders many students
emotionally insecure. "I feel an
occasional anxiety attack," says Robert
Girandola, graduating Senior. "There's
indecision, what course to take—do I take
a risk, pursue my goal to be an artist, or
take a normal 9-5 job? Then there's the
grad school option."
Finding employment is one of the
largest sources of stress for Seniors. "The
party's over," says Dr. Brian Kelly,
Counseling Psychologist. "The real
world is coming, and many students
discover they aren't interested in pursuing
a career in their major."
According to Rev. W. Laurence
O'Neil, S.J., Director of the Career
Planning Center at Fairfield University,
most Seniors will find employment with
companies they never thought they'd
work for.
The Director estimates that 25% of
Fairfield's graduating class will have
found jobs by May. About 95% will be

monitor decisions so that the decision is
objective rather than emotionally-based.
"Staying in an area because of a
relationship could be wrong if not
enough thought is given to factual
concerns," he says. Further, Dr. Kelly
says a relationship does better when the
person is taking care of himself rather
than worrying about the relationship.
Often a Senior's parents will attempt
to persuade the student to act a certain
way, for instance, to live in a certain
area. In other instances, Dr. Kelly has
talked to students who are the youngest
in the family and are concerned about
their parent's future. "Maybe the parents
were staying together for the children's
sake," he says. Either way, the
psychologist stresses the opportunity for
the student to enter into an adult
relationship with the parents, to
communicate on a mature level.
Besides these extraneous pressures,
Seniors must attempt to pass final
exams. "Trying to go to class is
difficult," says Cyndi Miller, who admits
her housemates will probably attend
every Senior party, practically one a
night until graduation. "Everyone's
getting close," says Miller's housemate
Annemarie Mione, "But there's sadness
because we're all leaving." Mione says
the first word that comes to mind
concerning graduation is "tears."
Dr. Kelly says crying is appropriate.
"Students are saying goodbye to a way of
life, to people, goodbye to financial
dependence." The transition affects
different people in different ways.
Some Seniors feel no stress. "I'm in
a total quandry as to what I'U be doing
next fall," says Michael Loughney, "But
I'm not stressing out. I don't want to
spend my last weeks worrying."

FAIRFIELD
TRADING POST
Beach Checklist:
0"
(ET
[ET
M
m
0"

CHEERS
Cheers...to
the
LAXMEN...11-0,
including a dramatic win over B.U (Mike
Ronzoni's OT goal preserved the perfect
season)....they gained the number one
seed in New England tourney but they
can't go (see boos)...to May Day...Terri
Durso, you and your FUSA friends
pulled off a great event, congrats...to
Dogwoods...no rain or foul weather could
stop this dance from being the
sellout/blowout/blackout that it was...to
the Duplex Clam Jam...what can we say,
it was the event of the year...and so we
bid farewell to the Senior Class...Good
Luck '87 you've made this a special
place...now show the rest of the world
how to handle a widowmaker...

BOOS
Boos...To not letting students come and
go at May Day without paying
again...this cheap tool shows how far
this administration will go to limit oncampus activities...and then there are the
laxmen...taught to be responsible and
hard working in everything they do, these
men have exemplified the Best of
Fairfield and now their being denied their
moment of greatest glory...shame to
those who forbid them to go the the
tourney...Finally
to
the
Fairfield
Police...tough guy tactics, fines and
arrests
have
escalated
beyond
forgiveness...keep your animosity at
home...

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

Towels and Beach Mats
Canvas Bags
Coolers
Straw Hats
Flip Flops
Air Mattress

for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Also—100% Cotton Sweaters —Flags of all Countries in Stock

1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

333-7541
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$2.00 off with Fairfield I: D.
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RESUMES

SURPRISE SOMEONE!
FEATURING

Format • Typeset
Print
U>

We'll help you look good!

ciudubon copy shoppe
48 Sanford St., FfId.

OCO A11A
^*>y-**311

• "TOBY" THE POPULAR
PANDA BEAR
• OUR FAMOUS BANANA
• ATTILLA & PRISCILLA
THE GORILLAS
• OUR SENSUOUS
SALOON GIRL (OOH LA LA)
• VIRGINA HAM
• AND MANY OTHERS

■'■niF

Mon.-Fri. 8Sat. 9-

P-niT -mi

REASONABLY PRICED CALL FOR DETAILS
Balloon
Deliveries
Singing
Telegrams
Clowns
7 ft. Bananas
Dancing Pigs
Bees
Bears
Bunnies
Gorillas
Corporate &
School
Accounts
Welcome
Decorating
Service
Balloon
Imprinting
Promotions
Demonstrators

RETAIL MERCHANDISERS

Part-Time (Summer)

We are currently recruiting for part-time Merchandisers to call on supermarkets in the following areas:

CONNECTICUT
Fairfield
Hartford
New Haven
New London
Norwich
Waterbury

MASSACHUSETTS
Springfield
Worcester
MAINE
Portland
RHODE ISLAND
Providence

Interested applicants will work days, Thursday through Saturday (24 hours
per week) from May to September. A competitive hourly wage and mileage
reimbursement is offered.
This is an excellent opportunity for college students who want to earn some
extra income during vacation or for someone who is interested in pursuing
a career in Sales.
For an interview, please call our Personnel Department at (617)
828-4800.

merkert .
enterpnses.inc.
500 TURNPIKE STREET
CANTON, MA 02021

.;1||

WE DELIVER FUN!
The
I
Pick-Up
Balloon
Bunch

ONESUPERDUPER HELIUM

•BALLOON

$5.95

Just For
Stopping By

Cash & Carry
Only

Limit 1 Per
Customer

$3
OFF
Any

$1 .00
OFF

BALLOON
DELIVERY

$5.00

Limit 1 Per
Customer

EVERY

Purchased
Limit 1 Per
Customer

M@NtSl¥ BUSINESS

An equal
opportunity
employer

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co
1844 Post Rd., Fairfield, CT
Easy Access trom I-95 exit 21

Norwalk
852-1876
r-» -*■■••* « i

F* *■*-****+

■•»»* •»■*.*»** ^ »- X ^ *

Fairfield

255-9896

New Haven
787-1876
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$

8.00/HK

PLUS
PAID BENEFITS
Permanent
Part-time Work
Loading-Unloading
Packages Up To 70 lbs.
Excellent Opportunity For Students
Work hours available: Mon. thru Fri.
4:00
12:00
5:00
11:00

a.m. to 8:30 a.m.*
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
p.m. to 9:00 p.m.*
p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

All shifts available in Stratford UPS Facility
*Shifts available in the Norwalk UPS FacilityInterviewing for Stratford Facility at the Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
'
Honeyspot Road, Stratford. Exit 31 1-95.
Mondays 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Interviewing for Norwalk Facility at the Norwalk UPS Facility
190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk
Mondays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
EOE • M/F
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SENIOR
SUPERLA TIVES

MOST LIKELY TO HAVE ZIPPER TROUBLE AT 187 NIGHTSMike Biolsi
CLASS COUPLE - Maura Lutz and Karsn Fanning
MOST LIKELY TO INTERVIEW - Mike Steed
MOST POPULAR - John Shine
MOST LIKELY TO TAKE YOUR CAR OUT FOR A SPIN JeanMOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Steve Byrne
MOST LIKELY TO MAKE A FOOL OF HIMSELF IN THE OAK
ROOM - Mike Loughney
MOST LIKELY TO BECOME A PRIEST - Bob ONeil
MOST LIKELY TO GET CAUGHT WATCHING PLAYBOY - Vin
Retry
MOST LIKELY TO GO 0 FOR FAIRFIELD John Sheehan
MOST LIKELY TO BE A FLORIST - Rick Daley
MOST LIKELY TO JOIN THE SECURITY FORCE - Kevin
McDonough
MOST LIKELY TO GO BALD - Dave Mufianey
MOST LIKELY TO MAKE A 'BRAWNY" COMMERCIAL Bit!

787 (Clockwise top left) Michele Mazurkewitz, Julie Marceau, Liz Scully, Dana
Risebrough, Lori Keily, Lisa Gardner.

Dumais
MOST LIKELY TO SING SOPRANO - Emil Martinez
MOST LIKELY TO SHOW UP ON A MOST WANTED LIST Greg
Favia
MOST LIKELY TO SLEEP THROUGH EVERY CLASS AND
STILL MAKE IT TO THE RECPLEX - Huey Mockler
Huey, Scott and Ed

MOST LIKELY TO SLEEP NUDE - Ed Golden
MOST LIKELY TO SAY "ETE" - Eduardo Rebofio
MOST LIKELY TO GET FIRED FROM FIRST JOB Nick Bozzo
MOST LIKELY TO APPEAR IN A PORNO MOVIE - The Sheridan
MOST COMFORTABLE IN STATE HOSPITAL Tom McGrath
MOST LIKELY TO BE A STATE COP - Martha Yauch
MOST LIKELY TO BE OPERATING A SABRETT HOT DOG
,

.

■
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MOST LIKELY TO BE KILLED BY HIS OWN MEN Joe Fay
MOST LIKELY TO LIVE IN A DORM FOR THE REST OF HIS
MOST LIKELY NOT TO GET SERVED IN A BAR Mike McAteer
MOST LIKELY BRING ABOUT WORLD PEACE - Mike Maioney
MOST LIKELY TO BRING ABOUT WWIII Steve O'Neill
MOST LIKELY TO BE MISTAKEN FOR FATHER AND SON - Tim
MOST LIKELY TO BEAT HIS WIFE - Tom Hulseman
MOST LIKELY TO BEAT HER HUSBAND - Linda DeVito
MOST LIKELY TO BE SUED FOR MALPRACTICE - Bob
Patrigneili
MOST LIKELY TO GO ON A SHOOTING SPREE Nora Wilcutts
MOST LIKELY TO DANCE NAKED AT GRADUATION - Mike

Habetz
MOST LIKELY TO BE ASKED TO BATH - Brian McGrath
FRIENDLIEST - Regina Demasi
BORN LEADER Costa"
NUTTIEST-Ed Spruck
NEXT MAYOR - Brian Flaherty
MOST LIKELY TO BE MISTAKEN FOR A GRIZZLY BEAR - Phil

Gavey
MOST LIKELY TO LIE UNDER OATH - Vito Modugno
CUTEST - John Pawlowski
HIPPEST - Tony Butter
MOST UKELY TO BE MISTAKEN FOR EACH OTHER - Chris

O'Donneil and Ed O'Connell

T.G.I.A.S.!
Summer Jobs

Your last final is over this years pop quizzes, lab reports
and term papers are "history". It's been a tough year
and you deserve a great summer. We've got the answer. . .Join us at ADVANTAGE Temporary Services
this Summer. See what the local job market has to offer
by working with us ADVANTAGE offers diverse opportunities for:
• Accounting Clerks • Data Entry Clerks
• Office Assistance • Receptionists • Secretaries
• Typists • Word Processors
With ADVANTAGE, you can learn new skills, work
on interesting assignments, have flexibility and earn
up $ $ (Thank Goodness It's Almost Summer. . .)

I need 6 people to help me with my company.
Applicants must like the following:
A) CADILLACS
B) TRAVEL & ADVENTURE
C) FINE DINING & ENTERTAINMENT
D) FIVE FIGURE SALARY
E) LAS VEGAS
Must have a neat appearance, be able to
live on $1,000 a week, like all of the above.
Put down the paper & pick up the phone.
Call Mr. Diamond at 874-3219.
*.»\XSH53nDQEXEJ!TEETTTTTTTCECWC^!r^W3PrpHCS^^
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The Return of Jogues II.. .ahhh The Memories
By Paul Fabbri
Tom Wolfe once said, "You can't go
home again." It is quite obvious that
Mr. Wolfe has never been to Jogues II.
For last Tuesday night within the
confines of the women's bathroom on
that floor, the hands of time were
momentarily turned back-Twilight Zone
kind of stuff. 25 Seniors were sent back
to the year 1983-a time of Mary-Kim
Wolter and Hamm's Beer- for an
impromtu reunion formally known as
The Return to Jogues II.

stop. Work boots climbed the stairway.
A door opened. Then like the Lord
appearing to the Apostles, America's
favorite manure salesman, Robert J.
Saddleburger, "
aka
Slugworth,
materialized. The magic was back. Be
trekked to the Floating Naut and drank
until there was no more to drink. With
the clock showing 2, we returned to
Jogues. Portchester, New York provided
us with five cases of cold beer. It wasn't
Hamm's, but it did.'
Amidst the beer, the conversation,
and the urinals, one had to wonder: was
it really three years ago that I puked all
over myself in found my roommate
asking for another, or that Chris

Hasty phone invitations were given
out at 9:00 pm. Refreshments were
obtained. Plans were made. Then, just
when it seemed the dream was to become
a reality things went awry. The Keg
vanished. The authorities smelled a rat.
Spirits were low.
However, they came still.
Joe
Zagranski came with Joe Muratori.
Chris Cronin walked through the door.
John
Gargana
came.
Horatio
Schellpferrer interrupted a racquet in
midstring. Cy Gaffney came but without
his stop sign. Marriot owner Matthew
Murphy dropped in. But still there was
no beer.
Then it happened. We heard a car

c^
INCLUDES
FREIGHT &
PREP

83

(m
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Davidson was telling us how good he
was, or that TOF got abused in a water
fight, of that Tom Blauvelt got caught
naked by the maids, or,that Gino slept in
his hammock, of Fred and Barney
lectured us on the finer points of the Glee
Club, or Costa go beat up, or that 75
people showed up for a spur of the
moment funeral for the death of Brian
McGrath as a friend?
Those were the good ole days.
When MurpTi accidentally wizzed on
Pawlowski,
when
K.O.'s
friends
distroyed his room, Jamaica Joe broke
bottles, when Charlie Cox were cowboy
boots, when George Doris was single,
and when Lou the J~ took I.D.'s at the
Liquor Barrel.
Man, we thought Gene Bolan and
Terese Fusco would last forever. Can
you believe Scott Hayes and Laure
Malerba never made it. And whatever
happened to Gargana and Diane? That
ole backstabber McGrath. Needless to
say he wasn't there.
If you look closely, you can almost
see John Sheehan listening to the Who,
Craig Corcione folding his clothes, Walt
and Kristin sleeping, Pat Wolff on
meeting Dowd, and Huey fooling around
with...ohhhhhhh.
4:00 a.m. rolled around and Security
intervened. It was 1987. How we would
steal the wreath, what time the death
frisbee game was scheduled for, what
batting helmet we should wear to brunch,
and where is McGrath were no longer
pertinent questions. How many days to
graduation, what am I doing next year,
and where is McGrath were.
It was sad to leave the gathering in
the lav. knowing I will perhaps never be
together with all these men under one
roof.
But I will always have the
memories. I will carry a piece of that
floor with me forever. I will walk tall
'til I die, a Jogues II man. Hey Bri, what
time do the lights go off.?

,7,""""'

NOW OPEN!

1987 YUGO GTY

LIFE GALLERY

1310 POST ROAD (Route 1), FAIRFIELD
Located Next To Fairfield Cantor U.S. Post OMca

FEATURES:
• 4 Cylinder OHC Engine
• Rack & Pinion Steering
• Power Brakes
• Sunroof
• Dual Reclining Cloth
Bucket

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ground Effects Package
Special Striping Package
Steel Belted Radial Tires
Undercoating
Body Side Molding
Console

255 1186
Visit The Ana's Brand New
PET STORE
Featuring...
TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC BIRDS
ANIMALS
And A Gigantic Inventory
of PET SUPPLIES!
OPEN 7 DAYS
9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

.■)

3 YEAR 50,000 MILE
WARRANTY INCLUDED!
PURCHASE THE NEW YUGO GTY AND WE'LL
INSTALL AN AM/FM CASSETTE STEREO 0FFER ENDS

ABSOLUTELY FREE ^™
WSLER
• PLYMOUTH
• YUGO
• CUSTOM VANS
• LEASING

• PRE4XWNED
CARS
• RENTALS

SEHABLA
ESPANOL

DnIDGI

2 BLOCKS
WEST OF
PARKAVE.

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • YUGO
911 FAIRFIELD AVENUE, BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT • PHONE 579-1818

Buy Two
Cones
Get
One

FREE!
with this ad
Offer expires
5/28/87

259-6944
70 Reef Road
FAIRFIELD
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THE CLUBHOUSE (l.to r.) Chris O'Connell, Kevin Mclntyre, Bob McMahon, Bob
Patrignelli.
Oh Kristen, your in Spain...I'll be right over...For some people money isn't every, but
for me its right up there with oxygen...Do we have a test tomorrow? NoHL.Dello
melly icky bobo...Hulkamania runnin' wild...I wish I was getting done...Do you love
me? Soon...I'd do you but your parents would sue me...I expected more from a varsity
athlete...No really guys it wasn't the alcohol, it the bus ride home...If she knocks on
the door, I'm going right in the closet...

A
THE HOME BY THE SEA (I. to r.) Joe Fay, Pete Sabat, Brian Flaherty, Mike
Morano, Pete Fay.
SPIFFY, MEATHEAD, SHORTS, MATOHEAD & FINSTER...(the Fays, the Petes,
Mike & Brian)...The Apostrophe's...Summa Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, the
Radio's too Laude!...Don't Bullshtiein me, icehole...Alright, who stepped on the
duck?...we're huge and the babes go wild!...Flaherty, where did you come from, and
why didn't you stay there?...Good morning!...why?...It's so stupid...How ya doin',
chief?...Good Time...Good people...sledgehammer!...hey sports fans, I love yaL.Get
off the damn phone, Sabat!...Joosmin, shut up!...Air Flare and the Buffalo
Sweats...Can we borrow your towel, our car just hit a water buffalo...It's written all
over his face...SANK YOU, BUDDY!

DUPLEX(l.tor.)DaveAmbose,JohnLawler,TerrenceTangney,Tim Downey,
below Mike Habetz. Missing Mike Horrigan.

THE UPTIGHT HOUSE (clockwise fror
Hargin, Mike Steed, Richie Lee.

Side B...Last bastion of the old anarchy...Home of rugby kings, actors, guitar players,
economics majors, the smallest, palest Wester, M.D....frog ponds, drug addicts
alcoholics, and the power mural...Here we drank sacrilegious wine at toga parties and
blasted power punk on Herrigan's animal stereo...Did you ever do something you knew
was wrong, but you did it anyway?...fleer is food...Drink of the cup, ladies and all your
Sins are-forgiven...Three or none, sir!...Strictly benevolence...

Steed, Got an interview?...Sid Vicous..
Denisc.KJ, Kl, KR, KC, "That's it K.C."..
Someone
was
in
th|
Clarke...Bunkhouse...widowmaker...Hey Fa
the shrink...Big Guy...Making cheddan
quarters...close the window when you comeJ
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THE TRI-N-REST, A.K.A. "THE BEAVER DAM" (I. to r.) Maureen O'Brien, Mary
Prescott, Stephanie Stiefel, Stacy Kinsley, Momica Egan.
You guys, I gonna jog to the Hi-Ho!...OK, Mo...We go another Cablevision
notice..Will someone please play Scrabble with me?...This is FUN!
F-UNL.FUN!...You know wat we should do...?...Three girls from New Rochelle...Have
you met the man of you dreams yet?...The years and nary a pumzah!...We're getting
Chinese food...Pa-a-a-u-l...!...Stop itL.Anybody got any candy?...Wanna play cards?
OK...Let's go scaff..J'en suis...Whose turn is it to change the litter box?...Not
mine...You're Golden!!...???...Hi, This is your neighbor. Your shed's on fire...Was my
scope there?...Shut up!...If the answer's not on your paper, it's in the next row...That's
the pot calling the kettle black...

FUN HOUSE (I. to r.) Paul Fabbri, Huey Mockler, Mike Maloney, Walt Garger.
(front) Scott Hayes, Andy Provencher
Happy Hour..."Hey, Huey, you lifting tonight?"...house talk...Mike Maloneyprofessional
mourner...Flat
Top
Dance...Six
in
the
Shower...Mudsliding...shocking...Huey Mockler 400 night Hat Trick...Naked
Shakespeare...Look at Mr. Jealous...Beer spitting...Goodnight Gizz...Big
Ed...Steamclean...I can live anywhere on the point...Razor phone...strobelight...Brie
Party...Top Fun...Frat Meeting...Floating Library...Naked Domino's...Huey, Going
out with...ohhhh!...Keg Race...Fab, Close the Door....Vicious Quarters...Bunic
Houses...Notre Maison

I ■

let) Kevin O'Halloran, Pat Wolf, T.J.
Jot tonight guys, I'm going out with
lary, would I throw in a lighted match if
ere?...Caveman...Clayhead...Schtup...Uncle
/ia, are you making pizza?...No, she's at
)mlettes...TJ. you're so stupid...vicious
-••
In...Wolf is an omega... , ..,^Mr.^<«3tl^*btei*»'»*»i»<A'

THE DUPLEX (SIDE A) (I. to r.) Jeff "Buzz" Nuner, Wally Schwartz, ^pre
Madonia, Ken McGovern, Tim OToole, Bob O'Neil

It wniUOYV ifciliiii-j.■-iIi —(I■«Vt'i

•
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Senior Houses

THE HALFWAY HOUSE (l.tor.) Pete (Poc) Connally, Chris (Trench) Nelson, Gary(Harry)Garmont,Mike(Bing)Ronzoni,Bill(Bill)McCormick,Bill(Beetle)
Bailey, Tim Farrell, Scott (Bonish) McCourt, Ray (Hambone) Marx. Go to the light and turn green...It's not pretty being easy...If you need me I'll call ya...I'm a twinkie.

©1987 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

STUDENTS/
COLLEGE GRADS
yS/ Start your college career &
*14/ earn experience with...

temporary Service?
386-1782
39 Stonybrook Rd. Strfd.

To bring a little drama into your
life,
oc rrkrA
just apply for the American Expre
~~~|

!!•!•]
LINCOLN
CT'N T ElR
THE ■faSo
TER
1SOW65mSINYC10O23 212 362 7600

This season Lincoln Center Theater has
produced a dozen plays, including new
works by Arthur Miller and David Mamet,
as well as "The House of Blue Leaves"
and "The Front Page."

Get a free student membership to Lincoln Center Theater by
I performing a simple act.
Pick up an American Express* Card special student application
at
applic
your college bookstore and apply right away. (Of course, you ccan qualify
for the Card even before you graduate.) If you're accepted for Cardmembership, you'll also get a one-year membership to Lincoln Center Theater
as a gift from American Express. The only tragedy will be if you don't apply
before June 30,1987. Because that's when this dramatic offer expires.

TTie American Express Card
Don't Leaw: School Without It"

You can also get an application from our Representative
at Fairfield University Bookstore on Friday, May 1,1987 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
'..if
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News
Students express concern

Fr. Kelley justifies tuition increase
By Joseph Rella
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, April 28,
in the
Faculty Dining Room, Father Alyosius
P. Kelley, President of the University,
addressed a large number of Fairfield
Students on the recent tuition increase.
The FUSA sponsered event was a forum
for students to relate their opinions to
him concerning this issue.
Fr. Kelley opened his speech by
stating, "The annual budget is an exercise
in compromise, because you always end
up with more needs than you can find."
He pointed out that the University is
dealing with limited resources, and that it
only makes it more difficult when
dealing with the tuition. Hoewever, the
two main reasons for the increase were
due
to
inflationary
costs
and
enhancement.
"You have to cover the inflationary
costs if you want to continue projects
from the year before," Fr. Kelley stated.
"You can't stand still or you'll fall
behind." Expenses such as maintenence
and library materials fall under this
category. A large part of the increase is
due to the fact that insurance for the
University has gone up over 50%. Fr.
Kelley stated that, "these are some of the
costs that cannot be controlled."
You have to enhance the
institution, " said Fr. Kelley, "and make
it better." He continued by stating that
there is an academic and educational
mission of the university to enhance the
quality of each.
Improvement of
facilities and academic materials are just
two of the many factors which fall into
this category.
Fr. Kelley stated that the operating
budget for the 1987-88 year would be
$43 million, an increase of $3.7 million
from this year's budget. 55% of the $3.7

Fr. Kelley addresses students upset over the current tuition increase.
Photo by A. Whitehouse

million increase would go towards
salaries for faculty and administration.
Hopefully, this will reduce the
regristration problem which plagues
students at the beginning of each
semester, and improve the student/faculty
ratio, as well. 24% would go towards
athletics, additional educational materials,
and maintence, to name a few.
Fr. Kelley pointed out that Financial
Aid from the university would increase
18.1% from this year's figure. The
University is increasing Financial aid to
its students even though aid from the
Federal government has dropped from
$6.2 million in 1981-82 to $3.2 million
in 1986-87.
Fr. Kelley noted that
Fairfield University is a private
institution that is modestly endowed, and
it does not receive substantial state
subsidies. However, these reasons would
not
interfere in the university's
increasing its financial aid to students.
Here at Fairfield there is a $1,500
difference between the tuition and the
actual cost of educating each student.
That difference is subsidized by the
university
through
endowments,
fundraising and contributions, but
sometimes it is still not enough. The

tuition is actually set as low as possible
for each student and the $ 1,500 difference
is actually much lower than the
differences at other Jesuit institutions.
At some of these schools, including
Georgetown, Holy Cross, and Boston
College, the difference in tuition and the
actual cost for educating each student is
$1,500 -$2,500 more than at Fairfield.
Fr. Kelley
adressed the recent
argument about the construction of the
university's chapel, and stated that no
money from the tuition increase would
be put forth for it. The money for the
chapel would be coming exclusively
from fundraising and contributions.
He also added that within the next
two years, the university will implement
a tripartite finance committee, where
students, faculty, and administrators can
discuss and review the tuition increase
each year, before final decisions are made.
Fr.
Kelley
expressed
his
disappointment regarding the tuition
increase, and also stated that one could
anticipate an increase every year due to
inflation. He reffered back to his two
main points of meeting, inflationary
costs and enhancing the university as the
main reasons for the increase.

May Day '87 fun for 1,200 students
By Chris Michailoff
Assistant News Editor
May Day, the last weekend of the
academic year, was held Saturday, April
25th from 1:00 to 5:00. FUSA, which
sponsors May Day, held this year's
activities on alumni field. This year's
May Day drew a crowd of 1,200.
FUSA promoted the weekend with
signs which read, "Go Animal at May
Day." Among some of the events
sponsored were elephant and camel rides,
which according to Chris Ritchie, "were
the largest crowd drawers." Two bands
entertained students during May Day.
They were Fear of Ordinary Life, a new
wave band, and Young Neal and the
Vipers, the headline band. Murph the
Physical Comedian entertained the
crowds with feats of juggling, fire
swallowing, stilt walking, and slapstick
comedy.

The Campus Olympics were held
during May Day, with various dorms
competing against each other. Each
dorm received a number of points
depending on how they finished. Gonzaga
took first place, Jogues second, and
Kostka came in third. First place winners
receive a pizza party for their dorm.
FUSA clubs were invited to set up
booths during May Day. This year's
activities were a dunking booth, a pieeating contest, a car smashing booth
(Ritchie contributed his car), and a
sponge throw.
FUSA decided to charge a traditional
entrance fee to help defray the cost of
sponsoring May Day. Last year's May
Day was free, but due to higher expenses,
FUSA decided to charge $3 for tickets,
which was the charge for the tickets in
previous years. Ritchie felt, "More
people would have come if it wasn't
scheduled against the rugby and lacrosse

games.
Despite the turn out of 1,200 people
with a three dollar entry fee, FUSA fell
$4,000 under their $8,000 total expense
for May Day. Ritchie stipulated, "May
Day was run to make money, we
allocated a certain amount of our budget
to meet the high cost." Part of the high
cost was for security which was required
by James Fitzpatrick, who oversees
FUSA. Eight security guards were at
May Day, which cost $900.
Terri Darso, the Director of the
Student Entertainment Commission,
oversaw May Day. She said, "May Day
ran well this year, and it couldn't have
went any better." Durso and her
committee had started planning May Day
since February, "booking entertainment,
getting beer permits, and recruiting
workers." She points out that, "the
student's involvement helped to make it a
success this year."

Sills traces a generation of culture
By Melissa
Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief
On Wednesday, April 22,
Beverly Sills, impresario and
former Opera Diva, adressed a
packed Oak Room.
Her
appearance was the final lecture
of the series "Patronage,
Creativity,
and
American
Culture" sponsored by the
Humanities Institute. Ms. Sills
discussed the changing trends in
cultural attraction by tracing her
career from childhood star to
General Director of the New
York City Opera, a post she has
just been elected to. Ms. Sills,
however, is possibly most
:—
v.,

renowned for her crusade to have
the American artist recognized
by
the
United
States
Government. Art, she feels, "is
a signature of a civilization,"
and it should be recognized as
such.
Ms. Sills, a native of
Brooklyn, NY, and the daughter
of a Russian mother and
Romanian
father
,
was
surrounded by culture all of her
life. She had taken singing and
dancing lessons since childhood,
and grew up listening to opera
albums. It was then that she
realized she wanted to devote her
life to opera and the arts. Due
to the media explosion that
was taking place at this time,
Sill was able to obtain exposure

through amateur hours on radio
shows, and thus, at age 7, had
become a star.
Soon after, Sills began
taking opera lessons and at 15,
in 1943, she already had some
influential training behind her.
However, at this time, the
United States was a cultural
desert; the only
important
operas were New York's and
San Francisco's. There were no
regular symphony orchestras or
opera companies. Also, there
was no National Endowment,
no state support, and no
corporate patronizers. Thus, it
was impossible to make a a
living in this profession .
Sills, however, had a
dream, and according to her

Arts & Sciences
Award recipients
named
By Melissa Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief
The Arts and Sciences Award
Ceremony took place on
Tuesday
evening, April 27, in the Oak Room.
Fairfield
University
undergraduate
students who have achieved high honors
in academic achievement and excellence
received various awards in a ceremony
sponsored by the Alumni Association
and other donors.
The evening opened with an
introduction by the Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, Dr. David C.
Danahar. He expressed that the evening
was a time to reflect upon and celebrate
education as a whole, here at Fairfield,
and offered his congratualtions to all
awardees.
Rev. Christopher Mooney, S.J.
Academic Vice-President, then introduced
the distinguished speaker of the evening,
Dr. Ronald Bosco, Fairfield University
Gradate ('67), and Professor of English
and Director of Graduate Studies at the
State University of New York at Albany.
Dr. Bosco reminicsed about his years at
Fairfield, and how important they have
been throughout his lifetime.
"The
education I received here has meant so
much to me, " he expressed. "Every
significant conviction was formulated and
tested here."
He went on to discuss the changing
trends of the university, and how, in the
1960's, when he was a student here, the
university was "provential and parochial
in the narrowest sense," and nothing like
the sophisticated campus he saw today.
Revolutions took place often, and these
were simply natural expressions of the
liberal arts education that was being
offered at the time.
Out of his years
here, Bosco and his classmates became a
generation with a mission. He continued
by elaborating on the importance of a
liberal arts education, and the power of a
life of ideas which have been self-taught
and learned.
The general awards, presented to
students in the Arts and Sciences whose
grades have placed them in the top of
their class , were presented to Maureen
O'Reilly, English ('87), and Sandra
Jacopian, Mathematics ('87).
The next group of awards presented
were from the College of Arts and
Sciences, and they were given to students
who submitted distinguished work in the
humanities, the visual/expressive arts,
the natural sciences, and the social
sciences. Recipients were as follows:
Robin DeValt ('87) (Humanities),
Michael A. Baer ('87) and Gilbert R.
Lawson ('87) (Visual/Expressive Arts),
Robert A. Keough ('88) (Natural
Sciences), and Colin Hickey ('88) (Social
Sciences).
The last group of awards were
departmental, with over 40 students receiving awards and medals for
acheivements in subjects ranging from
poetry to physics, all within the College
of Arts and Sciences.

upbringing, when you have a
dream, you do anything in your
power to achieve it. Thus, Sills
sought out various small
companies, such as one in a
suburb of Nebraska, where her
cultural background was far
more advanced then the rest of
the group.
In 1951, however, the San
Francisco opera was in dire need
of understudies due to the overwork!^ foreign stars.
Sills,
thus, was thrown into a
performance in the last minute,
which turned into her big break.
Her career was made. This
group of understudies also set
the pace for organizations to
begin developing regional opera
.
companies..
A
cultural
ei

began. American artists began
receiving more respect from the
American
public;
these
individuals have been abroad and
obviously have knowledge in
the field of arts. The artists
became the kings and queens of
American cities. Henceforth,
whole cultures were growing
inside town lines, with local
patrons acting as subsidizers. A
genuine love had grown
throughout the country , and an
even deeper passion began for
Sills.
Today,
Beverly
Sills
claimed that Americans are
more knowledgeable than ever
about the arts, and American
opera companies are just as
.good, and possibly even better,
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Sports
Stag Nine split -header
By Andy Davis
Staff Writer
The Stag baseball squad split a
doubleheader on Sunday vs. the Gaels of
Iona, losing the 1st game 5 -1, but
taking the nightcap 4 -1.
Fairfield
managed 6 hits in the opener including 2
by sophomore Matt McLaughlin, who
has been on a tear of late hitting safely in
15 of the last 16 contests.
"Everyone knows Kenny's age has
caught up to him since around the 1st of
the month and its time for the younger
bloods like myself to take control, "
McLaughlin said. "Sure Ken was a
swinger in his early days here, but now
its my turn!"
The lone Stag run was driven in by
McLaughlin who blazed a single up the
middle scoring Dan Buchanan who had
walked to lead off the 5th inning. Joe
Solomine added a double.
In the second game of the afternoon,
Jose Perez, who looks to have won his
starting job back from 'Diamond' Jim
Hoffman, went the distance for Fairfield
giving1 up just 5 hits and 1 earned run.
Perez's control was perfect as he didn't
yield a single walk in the 7 inning
contest.
"I felt good on the mound today,"

said Perez, " but I felt even better
knowing 'the Hoff will be a professional
jai-alai player in Brazil come next fall
instead of my challenger for a spot in the
rotation."
Kenny McGovern's two run homer
over the 375' sign in the left center field
proved to be the difference in the contest.
'What can I say?" smiled McGovern,
"My crowd was there again and I got this
special request to hit one out, so I
cranked one out. The Babe used to do it
all the time."
The Stags added two insurance runs
in the 4th when Joe Solomine walked
and Chris Cook and Dave Arnott stroked
singles.
NOTES: Fairfield has won 9 of its
last 12 outings and stand 12-18 overall
and 7-6 in MAAC play as of press time.
Matt McLaughlin hit .518 last week and
could become the 2nd Fairfield player in
as many weeks to cop the MAAC Player
of the Week honor. Ken McGovern and
Joe Mancini will sign photographs today
for the 1st 5,000 fans as the M and M
Seniors close out two brilliant careers
today at Alumni Field against Manhattan
College at 3pm. Maureen Kelly will
sing the National Anthem and be honored
for her loyalty to the Stags this season.

La Torraca leads Laxmen
By Howard F. Cainsworth III
Staff Writer
"If I say it's safe to surf this beach,
it's safe to surf this beach .'" Brian
"Image" Dempsey at the Pipeline
Masters contest.
"You see my boy, it's all in the
wrists," Keefe La Toracca, expalining
how he miraculously scored 2 goals.
7 would have to point to Perry
Como as my boyhood idol,"
Mark
Mulligan ("Stew").
Please don't ask the guys above
about their quotes. They know nothing
about them. Do be sure, however, to ask
them about yesterday's game against
Boston University. You should find
their answers to that question very
interesting, whether we won or lost.
If you didn't hear the chatter or get a
chance to watch a game last week, the
Stag's lacrosse team improved to 9-0
with a 15-11 road win over UCONN and
a 12-2 home victory over Manhattan
College. These two triumphs in two
days last week placed Fairfield atop the
Southern New England Club lacrosse
standings.
Post-season play may be
difficult for the laxman because it falls
right in the middle of finals, but keep
your TV's tuned for an Emergency
Broadcast System announcement.
With the end of this season, the
lacrosse team bids adieu to a hardworking group of seniors who have
helped to carry this team to its first
undefeated season in quite a while (as of
this writing).
Certainly the hardest
worker on and off the field this year was
club president Michael Hone. Mike
managed to juggle his time organizing
all club functions while still playing
well enough to earn an invitation to the
New England All-Star game as Fairfield's
representative. Mike and his wife Claire
reside in the townhouses and, on weekends, at their beach house near the Lake
Raisin Cafe by the sea. Vice Presidennt
Kurt Muffelmann and Captains Mike
Ronzoni and T.J. Hargen also proved
themselves indispensible in terms of
leadership which transformed a talented
club into a winning force.
Finally,
seniors Pete Connolly and club secretary
Tim Farrell deserve the ink because they
typify the squad as a whole this year.
Both are hustlers on the field and
responded over and above the call every
chance they got...no complaints , only
steady performance.
Enough of that, though.
Here's
what happened in our two games :

FAIRFIELD 15 UCONN 11 •
The Stag offense rolled to a 5-1 first
quarter lead but allowed the Huskies to
get back into the game as UCONN held
an 8-7 advantage going into the fourth
quarter.
Using several extra man
situations, Fairfield quickly regained the
lead, the momentum and the game as a
stubborn UCONN team gradually gave in
to an 8-3 Stag fourth quarter rally.
Sophomores Rob Cullen and Joe Sargent
each plowed in three goals a piece while
Mike Ronzoni, Bob Sullivan and Hugh
Coyle tallied two each. Breck Masterson
led the assist column with four as Al
Vandemark, John Callegari, and Coyle
also added two each. Scoop and the
Woodman combined for 19 saves as the
defense once again kept their wild
spectators under control.
FAIRFIELD 12
MANHATTAN 2
Bob Stanley pitches a shut out.
Mark Belanger hits a home run. Pete
goes a weekend without fighting with
Carolyn. Keefe La Torraca scores not
one but two goals. Mark Sprankel and
Clarence Ashton Thumm IV tally their
first goals of the season. Sometimes
these rare sports oddities take place. You
can only look at the men behind these
miraculous events to maybe find the
answers.
In all honesty, this game was a day
for all the Stags to test their prowess
against a decidedly weaker opponent.
Coach Scheffer inspired the team to
finally squeeze every ounce of life out of
an adversary.
Next year's officers and captains
were elected over the weekend. For 1987
these were the people chosen by fellow
team members:
Tri-Captains: Breck Masterson ('88),
Kevin Kuryla ('88), Joe Sargent ('89)
Treasurer: Gina Provenzano
Vice-President: C. Ash Thumm
President: Hugh Coyle
FAIRFIELD 15 UCONN 11
Goals: Cullen 3, Sargent 3, Sullivan 2,
Coyle 2, Ronzoni 2, Masterson,
Vandemark, Callegari
Assists:
Masterson 4, Vandemark 2,
Callegari 2, Coyle 2, Cullen, Sullivan,
Fogarty
Saves: Wood 8, MacDonough 11
FAIRFIELD 12
MANHATTAN 11
Goals:
Masterson 3, LaTorfacca 2,
Sprankl, Thumm, Sargent, Murphy,
Cullen, Coyle, Callegari
Assists:
Callegari 3, Ronzoni 2,
Masterson 2, Cullen, Coyle, Fogarty
Saves: Wood 7, MacDonough 5

Stag Tracks
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
The 4th annual awards banquet was held Sunday night...Bill Rafferty of CBS, Big
East, and Sports-Channel fame was guest speaker... Bill served up many one-liners,
such as..."I'm here but Billy Packer was suppossed to be. He got a better offer though.
He's at the Indiana banquet tonight"...Oh well, on to the awards....Dana Pellegrino
('88), who stars in basketball and Softball, won her second straight Female Athlete of
the Year Award...Dana was also first team All-MAAC and honorable mention AilAmerican in basketball this year...She got All-MAAC and Ail-American recognition in
softball, too....Plus, she was a MAAC All-Academic selection....No wonder she wears
those shades....Tim OToole ('86) was named Fairfield Male Athlete of the
Year....Nothing more need to be said besides the well-known....Tim led the Stags to
the Big Dance as a 6-3 power forward...Karen Brandt ('87), co-captain of the lady
hoopsters, received the ECAC Medal of Merit for excellence both academically and
athletically....Volleyballer Michele Yaede ('87) won the Senior Scholar - Athlete award
for having the highest cumulative grade-point average of a senior athletc.The
Distinguished Service Award went to groundskeeper Michael Walsh...Coach of the Year
went to Women's Tennis head coach Tamma 0'Mara...Tamma has a 13 year record of
70-52...This past fall, the lady racqueteers were 7-5...Tamma also served as interim
athletic director between Don Cook's departure and Chappy's arrival...the Alumni
Association Fenmale Varsity Athlete Award went to tennis star Stacey Dixon
('87)...Sta^e was captain and #1 singles player for the netwomen this year...She
advanced to the semis in the MAAC Tourney..Jeff Gromos ('87) got the Alumni
Association Male Varsity Award...pretty obvious why...Rugger Mike Steed ('87) won
Alumni Male Club Athlete...Mary Ellen Roy ('88) garnered the Alumni Female Club
Athlete Award for her work in the women's soccer club...The Golf Team finished a
somewhat disappointing fourth in the MAAC Tourney this past week-end ...These
talented licksters had hoped to do better but wet weather, heavy rough, and the thought
of missing Dogwoods plagued them all day...The softball Lady's went 1-2 in their
MAAC Tournament, which was also disappointing...Speaking of disappointment, the
Colonial Motor Inn housed the Men's Tennis Team this past weekend as they
participated in the New England Intercollegiate Tennis Championships in Burlington,
Vt....In the doubles competition, Fairfield's third team of Len DelGallo ('89) and Ben
Jaurigue ('90) advanced to the second round and then bowed out in a tough one...In
singles, #1 co-captain Rolf Troha won his first match and then dropped his next to a
tough rival from Central Connecticut...At #2, co-captain Don Svoboda advanced to the
semi-finals of the consultation round where his nemesis (the tie-breaker, not the guy
from Nichols College) finally did him in...
Troha commented on Svoboda's performance, "Don didn't stink up the court for a
change, but man did he stink up the van"...Some guy named Gareth got a bye and then
a victory over a Plymouth State player at #3 singles...In the quaterfinals he dropped a
heartbreaker 7-5, 7-5 to the fifth seed...A well behaved guy from our favorite
rival...Hartford...#4 singles man Len DelGallo ('89) had one tough weekend in what has
been an otherwise good season for him...Dave Banks (90), #5 , won his first match 60, 6-0, but obviously used up all his good shots as he lost his next one...Sixth man
Ben Jaurigue ('90), who followed Banks in his every action all weekend, won his first
easily but then dropped his second...As you read this the netmen may be on the verge
of completing a 4-0 streak this week which would give them a winning season at 76...When asked what key element would be needed, co-captain Rolf Troha said,
"Definately the Big Boy doll which looks so much like Lenny DelGallo...It got us
home safely, so if we can position it it on the right courts this week we should be all
set."...More awards..Jeff Gromos and AJ. Wydner shared the Basketball team's most
valuable Player Award...Tim OToole got the Lyons-Lademan Memporial Award from
the alumni and the Best defense award from the coaches...Ed Golden won the alumni's
Patrick Burke Memorial Award for hustle...Rich Barry received the Most Improved
Player Award from the coaches...Troy Bradford was named to the UPI "Small
American" Second team (for players 5-10 and less)...Thanks to Andy Davis, Mike
Loughney and Howard F. Cainsworth for their regular contributions...See you next year
^sports fans...
.

Ruggers get blown off twice
By Michael Loughney
Staff Writer
Did you ever throw a party and then
worry because you were afraid no one
would show up? Well the Fairfield Red
Ruggers threw a party last Saturday and
no one showed up; well, almost no one.
Iona did show up, but they didn't stay
long. The Red Ruggers arrived promptly
at 12 noon on Saturday only to discover
that Iona had arrived promptly at
10:30am. Coast Guard and Columbia
weren't very prompt and didn't arrive at
all. The Red Ruggers used some of the
management skills they had learned over
their years at Fairfield and figured out a
solution. Fairfield had two teams and
Iona had two teams which are the exact
ingredients for a makeshift rugby
tournament.
Fairfield's B's led off the day against
a tough Iona A squad, but Iona's A's were
just too big and too fast for Fairfield's B
squad. After an hour of physical rugby
under a hot sun, the B's only score had
come on a Mike Boniere penalty kick.
The B's lost 27-3.
Fairfield A's then took the field
against a young Iona B team. It was
clear in the first few minutes that Iona
was outclassed. Terrence Tangney scored
first for Fairfield after faking a pass from
Kevin McDonough. Kevin ran through
the legs of 3 Iona defenders to set

Terrence up for the score. Tries were
then scored by Scott McCourt, J.B., Phil
Gavey, Pat Wolff, Bill McCormick, and
James Galligan. Final score: Fairfield
A's 38-Iona B's 0. The only negative
aspect of the game for Fairfield came in
the second half. Bill McCormick scored
his try, but only after clubbing two Iona
players to death with his bandaged left
hand.
Iona's A's were good players, but
they weren't good sports. Iona would
only play Fairfield if the game were
played directly after the Fairfield A game.
Fifteen minutes after the A's beat Iona's
B's, they were out on the pitch again.
Iona's A's were good and big, but most
importantly, they were well rested. The
A's scored first on an outstanding run
from Pat Wolff and Scott McCourt
followed Wolffs run with a successful
conversion. The A's led 6-0. Iona then
scored on a break-away run and then on a
penalty kick to go ahead 7-6.
Unfortunately, the A's just couldn't put
the ball over in the second half and they
lost by one.
At the end of our season, the Red
Ruggers would like to extend our thanks
to Beth Dolan for her time and efforts and
Dr. Paul Irwin Davis for his dedication
and support.
Finally thanks to our
thousands of fans and admirers who have
supported us this year. Good bye.
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Seminars celebrated
By Robert Bolger
Professor of Mathematics
In the summer of 1969, Robert
Bolger discussed with the late William
Healy, S.J., who at that time was Dean
of the Colege of Arts and Sciences, the
possibility of instituting an Honors
Seminar for talented upper division
mathematics majors.
The idea was
enthusiastically endorsed and approved by
the Dean who said that it was the first
such program offered by any department.
The first Honors Seminar was held in the
fall of 1969 semester in Topology under
the direction of Robert Bolger. Since
then the Honors Seminar has been offered
each year with the exception of the 19651966 acdemic year.
Other members of the Department
who have directed the seminar are Dr.
Joseph Denin, present chair-man, Dr.
Benjamin Fine, Dr. George Lang, past
chairman, Dr. Edward O'Neill, Dr.
Dorothy Shaffer and Fr. Maurice Wong,
SJ.
Participation in the Honors Seminar

RECEPTION
The
Fine
Arts
Department
Presents the Opening of:
"Weathered Panes" by Kimberly
Scott an acrylic painting, and,
"Walks of Life"
by Robert
Girandola, an acrylic mural.
Reception to view these paintings
will be held in the Lower Level Arts
Studio of Loyola, Today from 2-5
o'clock. All are welcome.
Receptionist needed at Fantastic Sam's.
Full time/Part time, full benefit package.
Call Susan at 366-4247.
Two necklaces, a bracelet, and a ring
were stolen at the Girl's Duplex on
Saturday night. Please return to Eileen
Buturla^ Box 250. No questions asked.

is by invitation only and open to those
junior and seniopr students with
demonstrated mathematical ability and
who have been reccommended by the
faculty of the department
The purpose of the Honors Seminar
is to provide the talented student with an
opportunity to obtain experience in doing
individualized study and research in
mathematical journals and texts under
faculty direction. Participation are also
expected to present reports on their
investigations before a group of their
peers. The subject matter varies, of
course, from year to year.
This semester's Honors Seminar is
devoted to Differential Geometry and is
under the direction of Riobert Bolger.
The particpants are Jill Christensen ('88),
Linda Cortina ('88), Joseph Dellorfano
('87), Jeanmarie Matthews ('88), Harry
Norman ('88), Martin Vases ('87) and
Mark Walsh ('88).
Joseph, Tatiana, Sandra, and Martin
were honored at the recent Awards
Ceremony held in the Oak Room.

Campus Calendar
By Christine Rahilly
Thurs. Apr. 30: Intramural Sports
Dinner Oakroom 6:30PM
School of Business Honors FDR/FMR
5:30PM
Fri. May 1: READING DAY
Christian Fellows BNW Fac. Lg.
3:30PM
Sat. May 2: FINALS BEGIN
Nurses' Pinning Dinner Oakroom 6PM
Sun. May 3: Campus Ministry
Spring Mass
Oakroom Patio (rain
location: Alumni Hall) 7PM
Chamber Players' Concert
Oakroom
2:30PM
Tues. May 5: Oakroom-Study Area
SNETMezz 10AM-5PM
WVOFmtg. BNW 318 7PM
Wed. May 6: Oakroom-Study Area
SNETMezz 10AM-5PM
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Campus Announcements
(PR) ~ Father Simon Harak, SJ. and Mr. Francis Hannafey, S.J. wish to thank
everyone who participated , and announce the Winners of the Jamaican Food
Programme Raffle (Drawing: April 15, 1987):
JAMAICAN SPINNING TOY Rev, Eugene Brissette, S.J.
NOTELETS & ENVELOPE Kearney, New Jersey
JAMAICAN FACES I James Benson, Fall River, MA
JAMAICAN FACES B Carol Pote, Norwalk
JAMAICAN FACES D3 Georgia Hedgis, Fairfied
JAMAICAN FACESIV Betty Vautsimon, Norwalk
JAMAICAN FACES V Trene Lane, Stratford
JAMAICAN DOLL Peter Schirmann, Fairfield
SMALL WOODEN BIRD Paul Terreri, Fairfield
LARGE WOODEN BIRD Tom Higgins, Braintree, MA
RASTAFARIAN MASK James McDavitt, Boston, MA
DOCTOR BIRDS & HIBISCUS Anna Maya, Fairifeld
DOUBLE FIGURES Paul Day, Fairifeld
GRANDFATHER CLOCK Laurice Boutagy, Bridgeport
(PR) - On April 13 seven Fairfield students were admitted into the Psi Theta
chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the international honor-society in History. The ceremony
was held in the Campus Center, in the presence of the Chapter Moderator, Prof.
Richard C. DeAngelis, and other members of the Fairfield History faculty.
Membership in Phi Alpha Theta requires a minimum grade point average of 3.1,
not only in history courses but in the student's overall record. Membership is usually
restricted to juniors and seniors, although this year four sophomores were admitted.
Fairfield's Psi Theta chapter was founded in 1976.
The students admitted this year are: senior Anthony M. Alberico of Middletown,
juniors Peter M. Holland of Wethersfield and Michael J. Longofono of Wallingford,
Ct., and sophomores Joan C. Alvarez of Douglastown, N.Y., Robert C. Kane, Jr., of
Fairlawn, N.J., Daniel Radford of Stamford, Ct., and Mia Louise Romano of Summit,
N.J.
(PR) - Students and Faculty turned out in force Saturday, for the second annual
Economics Club Five-Kilometer Run. The arduous course started at the track and
followed a circuituous route past the Prep, Library, Barlow Road Entrance, and
Playhouse, before returning by way of Bellarmine hill, Campus Center, and the
townhouses. Proceeds of the run went to the Economics Club.
Student participants included Paul Thompson, Michele Gallivan, Brian Kavanash,
William Pittman, John Monroe, Michele Tannian, Russ Paquette, Sean Leydon, John
Driscoll, Sean Power, Ken Traficante, Kevin Fagan, and Pat Dougherty.
Faculty participants were Professors James Buss, Kathryn Nance, and Laurence
Minors of the Economics Department, John Boitano from Psychology, George Lang
from Mathematics, and William Abbott from History.

To all those who helped with May Day-Thank You for making the day a success

Terri

':<-!--i:^:t: :..'■::':£■

ITDIDNTCOME
EASY FOR
EITHER.
one had to practice. Again
in. When the big test came,
lete was ready. Striving for
lats how it is with sports. And
how it is with another form
mpetition—graduate admissexarhs. If youVe facing the
GMAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT, or a professional test like the CPA exam,
pare with the best. Kaplan,
tdents are able to score
iar after year. Fact is,
paration has helped
million students onto the
rack, giving them the skills
d confidence to finish strong.
These athletes had to train to
beat their competition. Maybe
lesson in it for you.

LAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

NIER CLASSES

BffRlNG NOW. GET A HEAD
|,ANP BE A FRONT RUNNER.
> AVAILABLE: SPEED READING.
NTE, PSA?, SAT. ACT, AND OTHERS

KAP-TEST
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Editorials
Closing Another Year
The 1986-87 school year is rapidly coming to a close, and while our
thoughts are turned toward the summer, we also should take some time to
reflect on the year that has passed by so quickly.
Many changes and improvements have taken place. First of all, the
campus is going under complete reconstruction, which will add new
townhouses, improve parking, and give the campus an overall scenic look.
Also, this past year, Fairfield has received the second largest donation in the
school's history, the incoming Freshman class has the highest combined
grade point average and SAT average thus far, and the Humanities Institute
has provided a series of lectures that were the most sophisticated to date.
With all that we have going for us, we must continue, in the year ahead, to
strive to improve the university even more. While the faculty and administation
are an important part of what goes on in this university, we students have the
ability to make changes and voice our opinions , as well. Fr. Kelley's new
proposal which will be coming up, will give students a chance to express their
views about the tuition increase. This is but one one of the avenues we can
choose in order to make Fairfield a better place.
If just a few students take action against something that palques them
about the university, be it the tuition increase, the registrar, or even the
cafeteria, they will be setting an example for the whole school to follow. We
must realize our potential and appreciate the education that is being offered to
us here at Fairfield. Our time here is so precious, it shouldn't be wasted, and if
improvements are in order, they should be recognized.
After all, ask any second semester senior and they will tell you, time flies.

FUSA sets
record straight
To the Editor:
Last week's editorial "FUSA Goals
Beyond Reach " had some good points,
but it misinterpreted our overall message.
Our main point about resigning was that
if people aren't doing their job, they
should be removed from office. We are
trying to emphasize that we're getting rid
of the deadwood in FUSA, and we hope
to have a productive year in 1987-88.
You also stated that we might be
taking on too much. But FUSA had an
active membership of 200 people, and
many hands make light work. By having
this many students involved, we can
address campus concerns to improve life
at Fairfield.
I sincerely believe that those who
try to do something and fail, are
infinitely better than those who try to do
nothing and succeed. But I also recognize
that you can't build a reputation on what
you're going to do.
At Fairfield, some people succeed
because they are destined to, but most
people because they are determined to.
FUSA is determined to.
Respectfully,
Chris Ritchie
FUSA President

i

To The Students of Fairfield
University:
In the recent years it has become
incresingly difficult to have large open
parties without the restriction of security.
The responsibility has been left to the
beach residents.
We spent $500 this past Saturday
night on 12 kegs and a D.J. to provide a
good time for everyone.
We realize that things are going to
get broken, but we don't expect things to
get stolen.
All we ask is for our tap to be
returned and we'll do the cleaning up.
We would greatly appreciate it if it
would be returned to the Mirror office, so
we can continue this year end tradition.
Thank You,
The Girl's Duplex
Eileen Buturla
Carrie Fitzmaurice
Kim Gaunt
Monique Geissler
Jen Hennessy
Tina Maciag
Meghan McGann
Shannon O'Connell
Kelly Reynolds
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Print Shop Kudos
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Fairfield University
Student Association I would like to
thank Art Payne and the University
Printing and Graphics department for
their speed and efficiency. On many
occasions this past year, I have given
them little notice for a big job, which
was performed almost always within the
day.
Although it often goes
unrecognized, the Printing and Graphics
dept. is an essential element of this
University, and we greatly appreciate it.
Thank you,
Frank Carroll
Executive Director

Chapel Debate continues
To the Editor:
In my previous letter I referred to the
planned chapel as "totally unneeded"
without explaining why I thought this
was so. Rather simply, the Campus
Ministry schedules only four masses in
the present chapel on weekends. If these
four masses were overcrowded, the
obvious response would be to schedule
more masses, not to build a larger
chapel. Since additional masses have not
been scheduled, one can only infer that
the present arrangements are, if not ideal,
at least adequate. If the present chapel is
adequate, a larger chapel is unneeded.
Perhaps those who feel strongly
about this issue would wish to join me
to discuss it in some appropriate public
forum in the fall.
Sincerely,
Vincent J. Rosivach
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By Stephanie Lisk
On April 9, 1987, Fairfield
University Student Legislature held its
executive officer elections for the school
year 1987-88. The results were:
President - Len DelGallo
Vice President - Jean Halloran
Treasurer - Kim Malec
Secretary - Stephanie Lisk
Director of Correspondance - Brian
Barry
The outgoing officers are:
President - Pete Fay
Vice President - Phil Treacy
Treasurer - Tony Minnefor
Secretary - Jean Halloran
Director of Correspondance - Kathy
Lenox
Good luck upon graduation Pete!! We
wish you all the best!!
Editor's Note:
Last week's
artice, "Turkey continues to seize power
in Cyprus"
by Photoulla Markou,
stated that 77.1% of the population in
the island Cyprus is made up of Turkish
Cypriots, and 4.8% were other
minorities.
These mistakes were mistakenly
typed. 77.1% of Cyprus' population is
composed of Greek Cypriots, not
Turkish.
The author feels that this
mistake, besides being completely
wrong, gave a different focus to the
article, because the point was that
Cyprus is ruled by a minority.
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Golden and McGovern Prove
To Be Less Then Perfect
By Paul Fabbri
Naked Guy

Scott Hayes Tells The Boz
Where To Go
By Scott Hayes as told to
Paul Fabbri
For those of you who know me
(both of you) , I am by no means a short
tempered guy. I don't get mad often and
you couldn't call me moody. I'm a firm
believer tha violence is a tool of the
ignorant. You might even say I'm a
pacifist. The last time I got into a fight
was with Howard Thornblatt because he
called me a booger in the second grade.
But that all changed last weekend.
I was in the city Saturday night
hitting all the clubs. Around 2:00 A.M. I
was feeling pretty good so I decide to hit
the Studio.
I'm in there having an
Apricot Sour when I hear this
commotion from the other room. I took
a walk over to satisfy my curiosity and
there in front of about 150 people was
the most outrageous personality in
college athletics - The Boz. Apparently
he was in town to check out the
upcoming NFL Draft. For those of you
who don't know, the Boz is Brian
Bosworth linebacker of the Oklahoma
Sooners. Bosworth has been in and out
of the news this year for his considerable
football talent, his crazy haircut, his runin with steroids, and his pending decision
to either stay in school or take part in the
NFL's supplemental draft. I watched and
laughed as Bosworth chugged seven
straight beers, breakdanced, and clowned
around. Then things got out of control.
Boz began spitting beer at people,

bothering girls and making fun of
everyone. I turned away in disgust.
Then he called to me, "Hey shrimp where
are you going, to find the rest of your
body?" A little afraid and not very much
of a fighter, I ignored him.
But he continued to taunt me. "Hey
Mr Lawnmower, where's your sleep
shirt? Where you going? to call
Christina? Edgar Allen Hayes, go pick
some strawberries. I'd like that. Norman
Bates where's Ruperstein? Star Trek
sucks!"
That last comment was all I could
take. I turned around and said "Hey you,
take your damn hands off her", even
though he wasn't with a girl. We met at
the dance floor and the bar quieted. I
spoke. "Hey Mr. Haircut come into my
wheelhouse." He tried to kick me in the
groin but he didn't know about Big Ed. I
hit him in the face and stunned him.
However, he got mad, tackled me, and
started bloodying my face. Then he
paused, smiled and said, "Goldstein, no
wonder why Julie didn't fool around with
you."
I went into a rage.
I started
smashing him in the face. I ripped his
earring out and made him say, "You are
Superman."
I then got him in a
headlock, (see picture) and it was over.
Stripped of his dignity, Bosworth crawled
out of the bar. I relished the moment as
many girls came up to me and gave me
poems. Then I left because I was tired
and had to open up the liquor store in the
morning.

Attention
Accounting &
Finance Majors

J-fartford
Nafwnal
Gotporatpn
Hartford National Corporation
is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer M/F/H/V

Hartford National Corporation, one of New
England's largest and most rapidly expanding
financial institutions is seeking outstanding Accounting and Finance Graduates for positions on
our Corporate, Internal Audit Staff. These positions
offer broad exposure to banking and future career
opportunities throughout the whole corporation.
Please send your resume to:
Donna M. Dantscher
Employment Representative
Hartford
National Corporation
777 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06115

Once in every great while an
individual enrolls at a university and by
doing so, irrevocably alters the fortunes
of that institution. Can the contributions
of Doug Flutie to the Chestnut Hill
College ever be actually measured? Will
the Georgetown Hoyas ever have a bad
season after the four year stay of a sevenfooter from Cambridge Rindge and Latin?
Procuring an athlete of such tremendous
physical gifts is akin to discovering a
pearl within the rough shell of an
oyster. Having one image- changing
athlete come to your school is indeed
quite rare. However four years ago
something incredible happened at
Fairfield University... It got two.
On May 17th Fairfield will wave
goodbye to two 20th century Ulysseses.
One was a modern day falconer; lithe of
limb and swift of foot, he is both
graceful and strong; a Barishnykov of the
outfield. The other was the erstwhile,
courageous captain of a troubled ship ;
not extremely talented, but with a heart
that was excess compensation; a blue
collar, Balboa-like hero. At somewhere
around 1:00 p.m. on Graduation Sunday,
Kenny McGovern and Eddie Golden will
be Fairfield Stags no more.
For the casual observer this will be
a black day in Fairfield athletic history.
For four years Kenny McGovern has
patrolled centerfield for Fairfield Baseball
Stags. Not only was it pleasing to watch
McGovern play baseball, it was pleasing
to watch McGovern - especially if you
were a member of the female gender. A
blond
Adonis, it was said that
McGovern's glove was a place where
triples died. The tight-panted leadoff
hitter finishes his final campaign with a
.356 batting average to go along with his
three home runs. A sure All-MAAC
selection this year, McGovern may also
be the finest intramural quarterback ever
to roam Campion Field.
Two years ago with the basketball
team floundering at 2-3, Mitch
Buonaguro made the decision to insert Ed
Golden into the Stag lineup. The rest as
they say is...what do they say? With
Golden as a member of the starting five,
the Stags have won two MAAC
championships.
Over these two
seasons, Golden has played games with a
102 degree fever, bone chips in his ankle,
and damaged ligaments in his knee. With
no equal at his position in the
conference, Golden may be the point
guard by which all others come to be
measured by at Fairfield.
Up until now we have read and heard
nothing but the plaudits of these two
student athletes. McGovern has just been
named the MAAC Player of the Week.
Golden was called "the straw that stirs
the drink." McGovern was given the
Vince L'Esperance Award last year by his
coaches. Golden was this year's recipient
of the alumni's Patrick Burke Memorial
Award. But the time has come to look
beneath the polished surfaces of these
two young men and expose them as the
frauds that they really are.
"I've never seen such wanton
disregard for people's feelings in my life.
Being from the Midwest, I had only heard
about the different lifestyles in the East.
But this kid was brutal." The speaker
here is Jeff Gromos, Fairfield Stag center
and the road roomate of Ed Golden. Jeff
speaks of a far different Ed than the one
percieved by the public. "He would bring
these different girls back to the room
every time we were on the road. Then
after he finished he would scream at them
to get out, call them names, and start
giving me high fives. I felt sorry for the
girls. What a jerk."
"He didn't care about anyone but

himself," says his housemate Rich Barry.
"He would keep his stereo blasting in the
middle of the night, eat care packages
my • mother would send me, and
constantly tell me how good he was.
What a jerk."
"Golden, I hate him," remarks Andy
Woodtli. " He used to call me a sissy
because of my ankles. There were times
at practice where he'd purposely try to
kick them. I would have loved to beat the
hell out of him but I was thinking about
the team. I remember this ojie time
when my parents came out from Arizona
for my birthday. My mother made me a
beautiuful chocolate cake. I put it in my
locker and I was going to share it with
everyone after practice. Well I walk into
the locker room arid there's Ed sitting
naked in the cake laughing his head off.
What a jerk."
"I thought he was a good friend,"
says senior Bob Dostilio. "Then one
time during junior year I made the
mistake of inviting him to my house for
dinner. In the middle of the meal he starts
telling my mother that the food stinks.
Then he hits my father in the face with a
piece of garlic bread. I couldn't believe it.
What a jerk."
Senior captain
Tim O'Toole
explains Golden. "He's a manipulator.
He's a perfect gentleman around boosters
and his parents. He's got the coaches
believing he's an ideal ballplayer. But
around friends and teamates he's a real
boob."
If you're shocked at this point, then
put the paper down. For now it gets
ugly. What you are about to read may
rock the sports world like no drug story
or last-second finish ever could. Kenny
McGovern, the captain of the Fairfield
University baseball team, for the first 17
years of his life, was a woman.
According to records obtained from Dr.
Nathan Horowitz, a cosmetic surgeon
from Oradell, New Jersey, McGovern
underwent a sex change during the
summer before his freshman year at
Fairfield.
"Some of the upperclassmen on the
team warned me about him," says
sophomore shortstop Matt McLaughlin.
"At first it wasn't all that bad. But it sort
of worries you when he wants to hug
you every time you get a hit or make a
nice play. When I was a freshman he was
always winking at me in the dugout and
making sure my shirt was tucked in. As
hard as it is you just have to ignore it."
"I first noted it in the shower my
junior year," says one of last year's
players who refused to be named. "We
were all in there singing and making fun
of how small Mancini was, when
somebody noticed Ken. He was just
standing there with his mouth wide open
staring at everone. Other times he would
hold his hands together, scrunch his
shoulders up, and giggle. You just had to
make sure you had other plans when he
asked you to take some private extra
batting practice."
"I went out with him (or should I
say her) for a while in high school,"
claims senior Dave Madonia, from
McGovern's hometown of Oradell. "Man,
could he kiss!"
So there it is. Two true stories
about Fairfield's supposed athletic elite.
Hey, give me the guys like Scott Skiles,
John "Hot Rod" Williams, and Chris
Washburn. Guys who like to have a little
fun, shave some points, and listen to
music. It is when people like McGovern
and Golden are accepted into a university
and given preferential treatment that our
educational system is in danger. Like
Doug Flutie and Patrick Ewing, Ken
McGovern and Ed Golden had it within
their power to reverse the fortunes of this
University. Unfortunately they did so in
the wrong direction.
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CLAM JAM AT THE POINT

DUPLEX BRINGS SPLIT DECISION TO SUNDAY AFTERNOON CELEBRATION
(PHOTO by Joe Draper)

■

Liza Whelan sings lead for Split Decision.

The Rooftops had the best views. Cheers Terrence.

"Buzz" takes the crowd on for a chorus of "Aint Got
no Cigarettes."
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THE ROADHOUSE (I. to r.) Mike Egan, Dan Rizzuto, Marty Sullivan, Glen
Maurillo, Paul Vegliante (missing) Mike Shroeder

THE GARBAGE PIT (I. to r.) Tim Ahern, John Bracken, Tim Nick, Larry Hicks,
(missing) Mike Biolsi, Steve Burn, Mike Downes, Phil Gavey, Austin Gibbons.

Benumaeli Iki Boh Boh, Walk Like Mike Egan, "Egggs", Yes have some, So your
saying she left, I'll have a bloody mary, A Steak Sandwich and a...Steak sandwich, let's
hack, should we get a keg?...Tuneish...Hey you get your damn hands off her...Why
don't you make like a tree, and get out of here, hep me, hep me I done been hipmotized,
steel pipe, the Bimbos next store, what ees Reggae Jam Boogey..."Glenbeen"..."Little
Danny", where ever you go..."Dago"...why are you calling me a Ramone, Hello, is
Paul there...

Tim's cockpit of lifc.Must of got lost...What's a bearded clam (Stevie Ray)...Bull
Hicksing...Larry, What have you got against Tfees?..."i'm in love"...Were Austin's
friends up this weekend?...I'm not Goober, my name is Philip...What did Biolsi do at
187 nights?!..."Officer we were just playing poker and the stakes got hight"...Operation
Snowball...There's a Rat in the closet...This house is no good, there's no shed to
distroy..."It's Larry; my car is stuck on Sasco beach and the tide's coming in, what
should I do?...Phil wants to party all the time...Excellent Health.. Jumbo...Downes
Syndrome

■
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RESEARCH PAPERS

QUESTION #2.

16,278 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.
c)

Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. Thaf s why you should
know that AT<£T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
%"* AJ&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends
^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11pm
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
. immediate preriMt, if you do. And of course, you can count
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call
To find out more about how AT&T can helpsave you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a1r£B5022£Q30QV-^ ^

6*%P

AT&T
The right choice.
©1966 AT&T

■

Mm 800-351-0222
in cant. 1213)477-8226

■ii'inm-er

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 mil- •
lion students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school exam.

IKAPLANI
STANtf Y H. K API AN HXJCATIONAl OTJTER DU

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

101 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, CT 06510
j (203) 789-1169

.
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SO LONG.
FOR NOW

Nyselius Library

MAN OF THE YEAR

REVEALED!
(See page 17 for story)

■

